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What is the functional relevance of prefrontal 
cortex entrainment to hippocampal theta 
rhythms?
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There has been considerable interest in the importance of oscillations in the brain and in how 
these oscillations relate to the firing of single neurons. Recently a number of studies have shown 
that the spiking of individual neurons in the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) become entrained 
to the hippocampal (HPC) theta rhythm. We recently showed that theta-entrained mPFC cells 
lost theta-entrainment specifically on error trials even though the firing rates of these cells 
did not change (Hyman et al., 2010). This implied that the level of HPC theta-entrainment of 
mPFC units was more predictive of trial outcome than differences in firing rates and that there 
is more information encoded by the mPFC on working memory tasks than can be accounted 
for by a simple rate code. Nevertheless, the functional meaning of mPFC entrainment to HPC 
theta remains a mystery. It is also unclear as to whether there are any differences in the nature 
of the information encoded by theta-entrained and non-entrained mPFC cells. In this review 
we discuss mPFC entrainment to HPC theta within the context of previous results as well as 
provide a more detailed analysis of the Hyman et al. (2010) data set. This re-analysis revealed 
that theta-entrained mPFC cells selectively encoded a variety of task-relevant behaviors and 
stimuli while never theta-entrained mPFC cells were most strongly attuned to errors or the lack 
of expected rewards. In fact, these error responsive neurons were responsible for the error 
representations exhibited by the entire ensemble of mPFC neurons. A theta reset was also 
detected in the post-error period. While it is becoming increasingly evident that mPFC neurons 
exhibit correlates to virtually all cues and behaviors, perhaps phase-locking directs attention 
to the task-relevant representations required to solve a spatially based working memory task 
while the loss of theta-entrainment at the start of error trials may represent a shift of attention 
away from these representations. The subsequent theta reset following error commission, 
when coupled with the robust responses of never theta-entrained cells, could produce a potent 
error-evoked signal used to alert the rat to changes in the relationship between task-relevant 
cues and reward expectations.
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IntroductIon
Traditionally the encoding of information by neu-
ral networks was believed to be reflected mainly 
as changes in the firing rate of neurons. In the 
case of the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) 
increases in firing rates encode information about 
cues, responses, and task general rules as well as 
maintaining an active representation of recently 
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acquired information (for review see Miller et al., 
2002). Recently there has been a growing interest 
in the idea that information may be processed 
by mPFC neurons through phase-locking to field 
oscillations, especially to hippocampal (HPC) 
theta oscillations (Hyman et al., 2005; Siapas et al., 
2005). Hyman et al. (2010) found that functional 
synchrony between the HPC and the mPFC at 
theta frequencies during the sample phase of a 
working memory task was much more predictive 
of trial outcomes than stimulus or action driven 
discharge changes of mPFC units. Indeed it was 
only when phase-locking was lost that perform-
ance suffered. However, not all cells phase-locked 
to HPC theta and the functional differences in 
phase-locked vs. non-phase-locked mPFC cells 
is currently unclear.
Here we will review the relevant literature on 
mPFC phase-locking to HPC theta rhythms and 
will perform a re-analysis of Hyman et al. (2010) 
in order to gain insight into the nature of the 
processing that occurs in mPFC during periods 
of strong vs. weak theta-entrainment. We found 
that firing rate changes can encode task-relevant 
behaviors and stimuli equally well in the presence 
or absence of HPC theta-entrainment, suggesting 
that theta-entrainment may not be a means to 
transfer specific information to mPFC neurons. 
Rather entrainment may serve to focus attention 
on the mPFC representations that are relevant 
for the performance of spatially based memory 
tasks. In contrast, during periods of weak theta-
entrainment a different processing state may 
arise within the mPFC, one that is dominated 
by the activity of a unique population of never 
theta-entrained neurons that are highly selective 
for error responses. In this way, even though the 
mPFC processes and represents a vast array of 
stimuli and behaviors, entrainment to various 
rhythms such as theta may help focus attention 
on a limited set of these.
MaterIals and Methods
encodIng by mPFc sIngle-unIts wIth and 
wIthout hPc theta-entraInMent
We re-analyzed the data from Hyman et al. (2010) 
to see if there were any differences in informa-
tion encoding between cells with periods of theta-
entrainment (theta cells) and those that had no 
theta-entrainment during the entire recording 
session (“never theta” cells). The previous analy-
sis of firing activity in Hyman et al. (2010) used 
Kruskal–Wallis non-parametric ANOVAs to com-
pare firing rates between error and correct trials 
for each trial phase and found that practically all 
theta-entrained cells had similar firing rates irre-
spective of trial outcome. For the current analysis 
we examined the degree of selectivity in firing rates 
between different behavioral epochs of interest. A 
selectivity index for each unit i with respect to the 
type of behavior [sample or test lever press (LP)] 
or trial outcome (correct or error) was obtained 
by grouping the firing rates into two classes (A, B) 
corresponding to the examined behavioral condi-
tions, and computing:
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where 〈·〉 denotes the mean. The sets A and B refer 
to the two behavioral conditions compared: trial 
specific behaviors (correct or error trial sample or 
test LP vs. baseline ITI), trial specific lever loca-
tions (both task phase correct trial right LP’s vs. all 
correct trial left LP’s), and task general informa-
tion (correct trial sample LP’s vs. correct trial test 
LP’s). Firing rates for the time bins defining these 
sets were collected from the 2-s periods around 
the relevant behaviors.
selectIvIty IndIces For “never theta” neurons
To examine how theta and “never theta” cells 
responded to error commission we computed 
selectivity indices by comparing activity during 
the 1-s periods before and after test LP’s (cells with 
mean firing rates <0.1 Hz for either correct or 
error periods were excluded; 22/74 cells). This was 
done for both correct and error trials. Since erro-
neous LP’s were made on a different lever than 
correct responses for the same trial type, com-
parisons were made to correct trial LP’s from the 
opposite trial type to ensure that any differences 
were not due to spatial location alone. Selectivity 
index values were initially compared with a two-
factor ANOVA (cell type, trial outcome) and then 
t-tests and Wilcoxon rank sum tests were used 
for more direct comparisons. Note that selectiv-
ity indices do not indicate the direction of fir-
ing rate changes. Therefore we compared error 
trial pre- and post-LP firing rates by dividing 
each cell’s mean post-LP firing rate by its mean 
pre-LP rate.
enseMble actIvIty state analysIs
To obtain an estimate of the neural firing rate 
for each isolated cell i as a function of time bin t, 
r
i
(t), all spike trains were convolved with Gaussian 
kernels (SD = 500/4 ms) and binned at 500 ms 
(approximately the inverse of the average fir-
ing rate of ≈2.4 Hz). For population analysis, 
population vectors r(t) = [r
1
(t) … r
N
(t)] were 
formed, with N the number of single-units iso-
lated from a given recording session and were 
plotted in a multi-dimensional space we called a 
Specific task-relevant information is 
not transferred from the 
hippocampus to prefrontal units via 
theta-entrainment
While theta-entrained prefrontal units 
do encode task-relevant information 
more than never theta-entrained cells, 
there are no differences in firing rates 
when theta-entrainment is lost on 
incorrect trials. Indicating that 
prefrontal cells robustly represent 
task-relevant information on their own 
and that theta-entrainment exerts 
independent effects.
Prefrontal cortex–HPC theta 
interactions on correct trials
Previous studies have shown that 
prefrontal ensembles contain egocentric 
representations of the rat’s current 
experience, while hippocampal 
ensembles represent allocentric 
information about the state of the 
world. Working memory task require 
the successful integration of these two 
representations, which likely occurs via 
theta interactions because only theta 
interactions are impaired on incorrect 
trials while the representations in each 
area appear unaffected.
Prefrontal unit post-error 
commission discharges
A group of mPFC neurons that were 
never theta-entrained had a significant 
increase in firing rates ∼400 ms after an 
error response. These same cells were 
also more selective for error trials than 
theta-entrained cells. When these cells 
are included in mPFC ensemble activity 
state analysis there is significantly more 
separation between correct and error 
responses than when they are not 
included.
Hippocampal theta phase reset after 
errors
Following error responses the HPC 
theta rhythm resets and clear theta 
oscillations are visible in the averaged 
LFP. This indicates that errors lead to a 
change in HPC processing states that 
may ensure increased plastic changes 
involving cells representing the lack of 
reinforcement following an error.
Rodent error-related negativity
The post-error increased firing rates of 
some mPFC neurons and the reset of 
HPC theta rhythm may be indicative of 
a rodent ERN. Both post-error medial 
mPFC discharge bursts and theta phase 
resets are theorized to generate the ERN 
observed in human scalp EEG 
recordings. The current findings 
provide tentative support for both 
mechanisms in the rodent brain.
Hyman et al. Theta interactions and working memory
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looked at the entire trial period. Here we confined 
our analysis to theta activity only in the period 
surrounding each LP. For this analysis, local field 
potentials (LFP) for a period 2 s before and 2 s 
after each test LP were normalized by dividing by 
the session mean theta power. Next, normalized 
values of both correct and error trials, independ-
ently, were averaged for each 10 ms time bin. If a 
phase reset was present, theta oscillations should 
be visually identifiable in the averaged LFP. To sta-
tistically confirm this observation we computed 
power spectral densities (PSD) for the periods 
0.8–1.8 s before the LP and 0.2–1.2 s after the LP 
(excluding the actual LP). A paired t-test com-
pared values from the two PSDs in the theta range 
(7–11 Hz; peak frequency from the full error 
period = 8.2 Hz). The mean normalized signal 
was also used to create spectrograms (2 ms time 
shifts; 256 frequency values; 20 Hz maximum 
frequency). Lastly, we filtered the LFP signals to 
remove non-theta band activity (3–10 Hz) and 
we computed the instantaneous phase of the LFP 
from each trial at 500 ms after the LP. We then 
examined the uniformity of these values with 
Rayleigh’s test for both correct and error trials.
results
theta-entraIned cells are More task 
selectIve than never theta-entraIned mPFc 
cells
Theta cells (27/74 total cells) were significantly 
more selective for both task general [sample vs. test 
LP’s; t(156) = 2.45; p < 0.01; U = 4772; p < 0.04] 
and trial specific [left vs. right LP’s; t(156) = 2.77; 
p < 0.006; U = 1279; p < 0.002] events than “never 
theta” cells (25/74 total cells; Figure 1A). This sug-
gested that theta cells were more closely involved 
in correct DNMS task performance. A different 
picture emerged following error commission 
however. In this period “never theta” cells bet-
ter differentiated erroneous test phase LP’s than 
did theta-entrained cells [Figure 1A; t(72) = 2.14; 
p < 0.035; U = 773; p < 0.007], even though the 
two groups were similarly selective for sample LP’s 
on the same trials [t(72) = 0.5; p > 0.62; U = 1053; 
p > 0.58]. This finding suggested that “never theta” 
cells may have a unique post-error response role 
in the DNMS task. We next explored what exactly 
these cells were encoding.
never theta cells have sIgnIFIcant error-
evoked resPonses
We compared pre- and post-test LP selectivity and 
found no main effects for cell type [theta or “never 
theta”; F(107) = 0.3; p > 0.4] or trial outcome 
[correct or error; F(107) = 0.7; p > 0.58], but the 
interaction of these two factors was  significant 
 multiple  single-unit analysis (MSUA) space. The 
MSUA space refers to the N-dimensional space 
spanned by all recorded units and populated by 
these vectors r(t). To obtain 3D projections of these 
N-dimensional MSUA spaces, we used multi-di-
mensional scaling for visualization (Figure 2A) 
as done previously (Lapish et al., 2008). Within 
these spaces, each point represents the entire state 
of the recorded network within one 500 ms bin, 
and all population vectors (points) corresponding 
to different 500 ms bins of the same behavioral 
period are shown in the same color.
To quantify behavioral effects on network 
activity, we computed the Mahalanobis distances 
(e.g., Krzanowski, 2000) between the sets of 
N-dimensional vectors associated with the differ-
ent behavioral epochs, with covariance matrices 
pooled for the two conditions compared. Since all 
sessions were recorded from well trained animals 
and only a small number of error trials occurred, 
it was possible that the number of dimensions 
(neurons) approached the number of data points 
(time bins), and thus a regularized version of the 
covariance matrix was used as described in Hastie 
et al. (2009) to avoid singularity and statistical-
reliability problems. As a simple means to rule out 
dimensionality or sample size differences from 
confounding comparisons between sessions, we 
restricted this analysis to only the four sessions 
with recording populations of greater than nine 
neurons. Also, for each set of samples to be com-
pared we simply selected the same number of 
units and vector points. We limited the number 
of units for all analyses to the smallest ensemble 
size (N
min
 = 5) for ensembles excluding “never 
theta” cells, since we were interested in compar-
ing separation between these ensembles and 
those consisting of all recorded neurons. With 
K
min
 being the minimum number of data points 
across all samples (K
min
 = 20; five trials), as defined 
by the minimum number of error trials, N
min
 units 
and K
min
 data points were selected completely at 
random from the larger data sets and samples, 
and the Mahalanobis distances were computed. 
This procedure was repeated a 1000 times and 
results averaged to make full use of all units and 
data points recorded. Thus each comparison was 
performed on ensembles of the same size and over 
the same number of times bins. Both t-tests and 
non-parametric Wilcoxon rank sum tests were 
used to compare Mahalanobis distances between 
ensemble types.
hIPPocaMPal theta reset
The previous analysis (Hyman et al., 2010) did not 
find any differences in HPC theta power between 
correct and error periods, however this analysis 
Hyman et al. Theta interactions and working memory
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Figure 1B]. In contrast, theta-entrained cells 
were similarly selective irrespective of trial out-
come [t(22) = 0.93; p > 0.36; U = 547; p > 0.89; 
Figure 1B]. Furthermore, on error trials “never 
theta” cells had higher degrees of selectivity 
[F(107) = 5.3; p < 0.02]. Follow up paired t-tests 
and Wilcoxon rank sum tests revealed that “never 
theta” cells distinguished error trial pre- and 
post-LP periods more than during correct tri-
als [t(30) = 3.16; p < 0.004; U = 792; p < 0.009; 
Figure 1 | information encoding and post-error 
activity of mPFC units. In all plots black bars are for 
“never theta” cells and striped bars are theta cells. (A) 
Behavioral selectivity indices for “never theta” and theta 
cells. “Never theta” cells were significantly more 
selective for erroneous test LP’s over inter-trial intervals, 
and theta cells were more selective for correct trial 
sample and test phases and left and right LPs (*p < 0.05 
t-test and Wilcoxon rank sum for grouped animal means; 
y-axis: group mean d′ values and error bars: SEM). (B) 
Pre- vs. post-test LP selectivity by cell and trial type. There 
was a significant interaction between cell and trial types 
(p < 0.05; two-way ANOVA). Both theta and “never theta” 
cells were equally selective for the periods before and 
after correct test LP’s, while for error trials “never theta” 
cells more strongly differentiated these periods (*p < 0.05 
t-test and Wilcoxon rank sum for grouped animal means; 
y-axis: group mean d′ values and error bars: SEM). 
Furthermore, while theta cells were similarly selective for 
these periods on correct and error trials (ns; p > 0.05), 
“never theta” cells selectivity significantly differed by trial 
type (*p < 0.01 t-test and Wilcoxon rank sum for grouped 
animal means). (C) Error trial firing rates before and after 
test LP’s. The y-axis shows the average of each cell’s 
mean post-LP response divided by pre-LP firing rates, and 
accordingly values near 1.0 indicate similar firing rates 
before and after error LP’s. “Never theta” firing rates 
increased (mean = 1.57 ± 0.24) but theta cell activity was 
stable (mean = 1.01 ± 0.09; *p < 0.05 t-test and Wilcoxon 
rank sum for grouped animal means; error bars: SEM).
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p < 0.03; U = 18; p < 0.03], indicating that “never 
theta” cells played a highly significant role in the 
formation of ensemble representations of error 
responses.
hPc theta Phase reset
We next switched from analyzing differences in 
unit firing rates, to looking for changes in field 
rhythms around errors. Specifically, we examined 
HPC theta activity before and after error test LP’s 
for evidence of a phase reset given that theta resets 
have been observed in EEG recordings from 
humans after errors (Bas¸ar, 1980; Klimesch et al., 
2004). LFP’s from all error trials were normalized 
and averaged. We found that the 1-s period just 
after the LP had significantly greater mean power 
in the theta range than the 1-s period just before 
the LP [t(10) = 3.03; p < 0.006; Figure 3A]. As can 
be seen in Figure 3B, the bulk of the increase in 
theta power occurred between ∼400 and 600 ms 
following the LP.
The increase in theta power could be the result 
of a theta reset, yet the analysis above cannot 
prove this because spectral power is not phase 
dependent. However, if theta reset occurred, 
than in the averaged LFPs from many error trials 
(71 different error trials during nine recording 
sessions from four animals) out of phase theta 
activity should cancel, leaving only phase-locked 
theta activity. Indeed this was the case as the aver-
aged LFP showed a clearly visible theta oscillation 
developing ∼400 ms after the LP that persists for 
three full theta cycles (Figure 3C). This indicated 
that theta activity was reset in a manner that was 
time-locked to the erroneous LP. Therefore even 
though behaviors were surely variable across this 
many different trials and animals, the theta reset 
was still clearly visible. The fact that instantaneous 
phases of LFP’s from each trial at 535 ms after the 
LP (approximate time the largest peak appeared 
in the averaged LFP) were not uniformly distrib-
uted corroborated the visual observation of theta 
reset (Z = 24.25; p < 5.4 × 10−6; Figure 3D). In 
marked contrast, no evidence of a theta reset was 
present in the averaged LFP surrounding correct 
LP on correct trials. However there was an appar-
ent period of high-powered theta activity 1.5–2 s 
before the LP in the spectrogram (Figure 3E). 
This time period corresponds to the approxi-
mate time that the animal’s path split between 
right and left lever trials, suggesting this might 
be the decision point. Therefore, in support of 
the findings of Jones and Wilson (2005a), theta 
power may increase at relevant periods of the task 
such as choice points. Nevertheless theta reset was 
observed only following errors on our task as there 
was no evidence of theta reset following correct 
between pre- and post-LP epochs than theta-
entrained cells [t(52) = 2.1; p < 0.03; U = 518; 
p < 0.042]. No comparable differences were found 
for correct trials [t(52) = 1.19; p > 0.24; U = 675; 
p > 0.46].
The results presented above show that “never 
theta” cells were more strongly affected by errors, 
but did not indicate whether activity increased or 
decreased following error commission. An analy-
sis of pre- and post-error LP firing rates found 
that “never theta” cell rates increased (mean ∼1.5 
times greater than pre-LP) in the post-LP period 
and this increase was significantly greater than 
for theta-entrained cells [t(52) = 2.16; p < 0.037; 
U = 378; p < 0.04; Figure 1C]. The substantial 
increase in activity immediately after errors by 
never theta cells suggested that these cells are 
involved in error detection. As in the human and 
primate, error signals in the mPFC may alert 
other brain regions that an error has been made 
(Botvinick, 2007).
never theta cells ProvIde error encodIng For 
the entIre enseMble
We next investigated how strongly “never theta” 
cells influenced the ensemble representation of the 
entire recorded mPFC population. Even though 
“never theta” cells that were analyzed above made 
up only ∼1/3 of all neurons, they clearly modi-
fied ensemble states in MSUA space leading to 
the formation of distinguishable clusters of error 
test LP’s (Figure 2A). In this plot dots represents 
the state of the entire recorded ensemble for each 
500 ms bin, and bins corresponding to different 
behavioral period types are signified by differ-
ent dot colors. Separation between sample and 
test responses is clearly visible but error sample 
responses are not distinct from correct samples. 
On the other hand, error test responses form a 
cluster in a distinct region of the test response 
area of the MSUA space.
Just how specific the role “never theta” cells 
play in the DNMS task was revealed when we 
compared separation distances (in the full 
 multi-dimensional space, controlling for popu-
lation size – see Materials and Methods) of the 
original ensembles with ensembles created by 
removing the “never theta” cells. In general, sepa-
ration distances were not different between these 
two populations; more specifically comparisons 
of correct trial sample [t(9) = 2.01; p > 0.07] 
and test LP’s [t(9) = 1.86; p > 0.1] and error trial 
sample LP’s [t(9) = 1.37; p > 0.2] were not sig-
nificantly different (Figure 2B). Yet on the other 
hand, when never theta cells were excluded, the 
separation distances between error and correct 
test LP’s was significantly decreased [t(9) = 2.5; 
Hyman et al. Theta interactions and working memory
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type of operant delayed response task is employed, 
both HPC and mPFC neurons respond in similar 
ways having correlates to LP, right vs. left LP, to 
nose pokes, to rewards, to task phases (sample vs. 
test), and so on (Hampson et al., 1993, Hampson 
and Deadwyler, 1996; Hyman et al., 2010). It there-
fore appears that both mPFC and HPC neurons 
can represent both trial specific and task univer-
sal elements of working memory tasks. However, 
in these past studies there were no differences in 
the sample phase responses between correct and 
error trials. Thus, even though neurons in both the 
response in the averaged LFP (Figure 3F) and 
the distribution of instantaneous phases 535 ms 
after correct trial LP’s was uniform (Z = 1.39; 
p > 0.49; Figure 3G).
lIterature revIew and dIscussIon
InForMatIon encodIng by mPFc and hPc 
neurons durIng workIng MeMory tasks
Aside from the encoding of purely spatial informa-
tion by some HPC neurons, cells in the mPFC and 
HPC often respond to similar sensory, behavioral, 
and cognitive events. For example, when the same 
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outcome of a trial. As will be discussed in greater 
detail below, the reason error-evoked responses 
were not found in Hyman et al. (2010) was because 
mPFC and HPC display responses that indicate 
that the sample LP was made and on which lever, 
these responses were not predictive of the eventual 
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Figure 3 | Hippocampal theta phase reset after error responses. (A) Power 
spectral density distributions for 1 s before (black) and 1 s after (gray) erroneous 
test LP’s (error bars: 95% confidence intervals). The mean LFP theta power was 
significantly greater after the response (p < 0.01; paired t-test). (B) Spectrogram 
of erroneous test LP averaged LFPs. A clear increase in theta frequency power 
appears ∼400 ms following the response (shown by the arrow-timepoint = 0). 
(C) Averaged normalized LFP signal for all error trials. Plot begins at the time of 
the LP. Averaged LFP (solid line) and ±SEM (dotted lines) are shown. At ∼400 ms 
after the LP an obviously visible theta oscillation arises which is indicative 
aligned theta phases across the LFP’s from each error trial and signifies that a 
theta phase reset occurred around the time of the LP. (D) Instantaneous theta 
phases of LFP’s at 535 ms after error trial. Theta phases were not uniformly 
distributed (p < 0.01; Rayleigh’s test of uniformity; bold number indicates the 
number of samples). (e) Spectrogram of correct trial test LP averaged LFP. There 
is a period of high theta power between 1.5 and 2 s before the LP (approximately 
the time locomotor trajectories split between right and left levers), indicating 
theta phase alignment at the decision point on correct trials. (F) Correct trial 
averaged normalized LFP. There are no signs of significant theta reset following 
correct LP’s. (g) Instantaneous theta phases of LFP’s at 535 ms after correct 
trial. Phases were distributed uniformly (Rayleigh’s test of uniformity).
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memory task. They recorded mPFC units and 
LFPs and HPC LFPs while animals ran an alter-
nation task on a T-maze and found high lev-
els of theta rhythm coherence and mPFC unit 
theta-entrainment as the animal approached the 
choice point. This suggested that the two areas 
were working together as the animal was making 
the correct choice between two responses in order 
to receive reinforcement. A second study from this 
group (Jones and Wilson, 2005b) showed that 
mPFC units exhibit phase precession-like effects 
as the animal ran down the stem of a T-maze. 
Spikes from these cells moved to progressively 
earlier phases of the HPC theta wave, similar 
to HPC units as animals walk through a place 
field (O’Keefe and Recce, 1993). Phase preces-
sion indicates that specific information is con-
veyed through the timing of action potentials with 
respect to the phase of HPC theta waves (Jensen 
and Lisman, 1996). Together these two studies 
reveal that mPFC units encode information via 
the temporal relationship between their spike 
trains and HPC theta oscillations.
Even though theta-entrainment increases 
on correct trials (Jones and Wilson, 2005a), it 
should be emphasized that this does not imply it 
is a means of sending specific information from 
the HPC to the mPFC. In Hyman et al. (2010) 
we showed that theta-entrained cells were fir-
ing in a similar manner to task events on correct 
and error trials even though they lost their theta- 
entrainment on error trials. Therefore, the mPFC 
appeared to possess the requisite information 
required to make a correct response, but the lack 
of theta-entrainment for some reason prevented 
the animal from doing so. We were interested in 
why this might be the case and so performed a 
re-analysis of the Hyman et al. (2010) data set to 
gain insights into the differences in the processing 
states associated with correct vs. incorrect trials.
re-analysIs oF hyMan et al. (2010)
The current re-analysis revealed that theta cells 
seem to be carrying the bulk of the information 
necessary for successful DNMS performance 
(Figure 1A). We had previously found that the 
firing rates of these same cells did not differen-
tiate error and correct trials for either sample 
or test LP’s, yet they lost theta-entrainment on 
error trials (Hyman et al., 2010). Together these 
findings suggest that the robust behaviorally 
correlated firing patterns in mPFC neurons are 
not merely the product of increased HPC input 
during periods of entrainment. Rather theta-
entrainment likely represents the coordination 
of HPC and mPFC activity necessary for correct 
task performance (See Key Concepts). In this 
only cells phase-locked to HPC theta rhythms were 
analyzed in detail and theta-entrainment appears 
only in association with correct responses.
the mPFc and hPc theta rhythMs
Anatomical studies have revealed a direct mon-
osynaptic connection from the HPC (ventral 
CA1/subiculum) to the mPFC, along with dense 
reciprocal connections through the mediodorsal 
thalamus (Laroche et al., 1990; Vertes, 2006). The 
importance of this pathway was not entirely clear 
until Siapas et al. (2005) recorded neurons in the 
mPFC that were entrained to the theta rhythm 
oscillations (3–12 Hz) in HPC LFP during a vari-
ety of spatial tasks both with and without work-
ing memory components. This finding showed 
that a synchronous linkage is possible between 
these two areas, but the function was not readily 
apparent. Subsequent studies showed that HPC 
theta-entrainment of mPFC neurons: (1) is sen-
sitive to sensory, behavioral, and environmental 
changes (Hyman et al., 2005), (2) is strongest at 
the decision point in a spatial working memory 
task (Jones and Wilson, 2005a), (3) creates a theta 
phase precession-like effect similar to HPC neu-
rons (Jones and Wilson, 2005b), (4) can entrain 
mPFC gamma oscillations (Sirota et al., 2008), 
(5) is heightened during anxiety-related behav-
iors (Adhikari et al., 2010), (6) increases during 
the course of learning (Benchenane et al., 2010), 
and (7) is predictive of trial outcome during a 
working memory task (Hyman et al., 2010). From 
this literature it is evident that the entrainment of 
mPFC units to HPC theta oscillations provides a 
putative mechanism for a functional interaction 
between these regions.
Hyman et al. (2005) showed that the same 
mPFC neurons dynamically switch between firing 
states with and without HPC theta-entrainment. 
On a linear track, units were entrained during 
runs in one direction but not on return trips, and 
similarly neurons were entrained while foraging 
in one environment but not in another. In both 
instances there were groups of neurons entrained 
for each directional run on the linear track or 
foraging period in an environment, and a sepa-
rate group of neurons entrained for runs in the 
opposite direction or other environment. This 
suggested that mPFC ensembles were affected 
by some combination of sensory, behavioral, 
and environmental encoding as well as HPC theta 
activity. Moreover, it implies that theta-entrain-
ment may provide another method for represent-
ing information from simply firing rate changes.
Jones and Wilson (2005a) helped to clarify the 
role of theta-entrainment in coding  information 
by investigating activity during a spatial  working 
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tation of the entire environment and what is per-
sonally relevant based on current actions, goals 
and past experience. In order to respond appro-
priately, the egocentric representation provided 
by the mPFC might need to be aligned with the 
more allocentric representation provided by the 
HPC and perhaps during steady state perform-
ance one function of theta-entrainment is to align 
these two representations.
error ProcessIng by mPFc neurons and 
enseMbles
In the present study we also examined the 
“never theta” segment of the population that 
was neglected in Hyman et al. (2010). Previously 
we had found that individual theta cells did not 
differentiate between correct and error trials. In 
the current analysis we used population-level 
analyses and found that ensembles containing 
only theta cells differentiated correct trial phases 
and lever locations just as well as the full ensem-
bles (Figures 2A,B). It was only test phase error 
and test phase correct responses that were more 
distinguishable by ensembles that included both 
theta and “never theta” cells. It therefore appeared 
that the primary role of “never theta” cells in the 
DNMS task was to encode the commission of 
errors (See Key Concepts). The presence of error 
encoding neurons in the mPFC is not new. For 
instance, Narayanan and Laubach (2008) found 
error-related correlates in the mPFC using a reac-
tion time task. It is also of note that we found 
virtually the same percentage of error-related 
neurons as these authors using a completely dif-
ferent task. Narayanan and Laubach (2008) also 
showed that error-related responses persisted 
over the inter-trial interval and so they postu-
lated that this activity might represent a form of 
retrospective working memory for trial outcomes. 
Error-related activity has also been recorded from 
medial frontal neurons of primates (Ito et al., 
2003). While error-related activity in the mPFC is 
not new, what was novel here was that the specific 
set of error neurons also happened to be those 
that were never theta entrained.
error-evoked hIPPocaMPal theta reset
The emergence of activity of mPFC “error” 
neurons was not the only significant event that 
emerged after an error was made. Additionally 
we found that there was also a reset of the HPC 
theta rhythm at the same time (Figure 3). HPC 
theta resets have been previously found following 
stimulus presentations or electrical stimulation of 
various afferent pathways (Brazhnik et al., 1985; 
Vinogradova et al., 1993; Givens, 1996; Tesche 
and Karhu, 2000; Williams and Givens, 2003). 
light, transient periods of theta-entrainment 
may aid in decision making on correct trials, as 
implied by the phase synchronized HPC theta 
oscillations during the approach to the lever 
panel on the test phase (Figure 3E). Also, pre-
vious results have shown increased mPFC unit 
theta-entrainment, LFP theta coherence and 
increased correlations between mPFC and HPC 
cell pairs at the choice point of T-maze working 
memory task on correct trials (Jones and Wilson, 
2005a). Furthermore, as an animal learns, theta 
coherence, phase-locking, mPFC cell pair cross-
correlations, and mPFC cell assembly replay dur-
ing HPC sharp waves all increase (Benchenane 
et al., 2010). Notably, the theta-entrained mPFC 
cells have the strongest encoding of task-relevant 
information (Figure 1A) and carry more infor-
mation during periods of strong entrainment 
(Jones and Wilson, 2005a). These findings illus-
trate the importance of mPFC–HPC theta coher-
ence and entrainment during working memory 
tasks for the coordination of activity between the 
two areas (See Key Concepts).
It is easy to envision the role of mPFC–HPC 
theta interactions during learning for forming 
long-term memories by acting as tag for reward-
related activity (Benchenane et al., 2010). But 
what is the importance on a trial-by-trial basis 
during steady state performance of a well-learned 
task, as is the case for many working memory 
tasks? Although we discussed evidence above 
that the mPFC and HPC encode similar aspects 
of working memory tasks, their overall perspec-
tive on the situation is likely different. The HPC 
contains place neurons that become active when 
the animal is in a particular region of an environ-
ment (O’Keefe and Dostrovsky, 1971). These place 
cells collectively tile an environment and provide 
a spatial map informing the animal of its location 
relative to the overall spatial layout (Wilson and 
McNaughton, 1993; Eichenbaum, 2004). Recently 
we have explored how mPFC neurons encode spa-
tial environments and found that individual neu-
rons had poor spatial selectivity, in accord with 
previous studies (Poucet, 1998; Gemmell et al., 
2002; Hok et al., 2005). On the other hand, large 
ensembles of mPFC neurons formed highly dis-
tributed representations of entire environments 
that were independent of the rat’s specific loca-
tion in the environments (Seamans et al., 2009). 
Furthermore, the representation changed based 
on personally relevant factors such as familiar-
ity, cues, objects placed in the environments and 
rewards. These data suggest that while HPC net-
works provide information about one’s specific 
location within an environment, mPFC networks 
provide a more holistic and egocentric represen-
Hyman et al. Theta interactions and working memory
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such as during freezing or orienting (Kramis et al., 
1975). Human fmθ is stronger on average dur-
ing waking, various types of demanding cognitive 
tasks such as mental calculation, concentration, 
movement preparation, short-term memory, or 
with heightened or sustained attention, and error 
commission (Sasaki et al., 1996; Gevins et al., 1997; 
Ishii et al., 1999; Kahana et al., 1999; Jensen and 
Tesche, 2002; Delorme et al., 2007; Marco-Pallarés 
et al., 2008; Cavanaugh et al., 2010). Its strength 
increases in relation to memory load (Gevins 
et al., 1997; Michels et al., 2008) and with greater 
cognitive demand, such as during incongruent 
trials of the Stroop task or with switch trials on 
set-shifting tasks (Sauseng et al., 2006; Hanslmayr 
et al., 2008).
The site of origin of fmθ in humans appears to 
be in or near the dorsal anterior cingulate cortex 
(ACC; Gevins et al., 1997; Asada et al., 1999; Ishii 
et al., 1999; Onton et al., 2005). In fact the fmθ 
contributed close to half of the total theta power 
measured from Fz, while anterior and posterior 
regions contributed only ∼20% of total theta 
power (Onton et al., 2005). The human ACC 
where fmθ is centered includes Brodmann’s areas 
24, 32, and 25 (Vogt and Vogt, 2003), which is 
anatomically equivalent to the anterior cingulate, 
prelimbic, and infralimbic cortices respectively 
in rats. Therefore, the anatomical location where 
fmθ is centered in humans is anatomically related 
to the regions of the rat mPFC recorded in the 
present study.
One of the most significant differences between 
the human and rat in terms of frontal theta is 
the relative contribution of the HPC. Unlike the 
rodent, in humans the HPC theta signal, while 
present, is relatively weak and HPC and cortical 
theta are not reliably synchronized at rest (Kahana 
et al., 2001; Cantero et al., 2003; Ekstrom et al., 
2005). However the hippocampus does provide 
input to the midline frontal cortices and theta in 
the two regions can become synchronized under 
certain conditions, including during working 
memory tasks or with task switching (Miller, 1991; 
Sarnthein et al., 1998; von Stein and Sarnthein, 
2000; Raghavachari et al., 2001; Sarnthein et al., 
2006; Sauseng et al., 2006; Anderson et al., 2010). 
Although the ACC may be a main driver of fmθ 
in humans, a recent study employing multi-site 
recordings and Granger causality provided evi-
dence of directionality, with medial temporal 
lobe theta potentially driving fmθ in humans 
(Anderson et al., 2010).
There is an interesting relationship between 
fmθ and neural activity in the mPFC. It is often the 
case that theta increases in medial frontal  cortex 
are correlated negatively with the BOLD signal in 
Furthermore, there is a long history of scalp 
EEG recordings documenting phase resets in the 
theta range following error commission (Bas¸ar, 
1980; Klimesch et al., 2004). In our re-analysis of 
Hyman et al. (2010) we found clear evidence of 
an increase in HPC theta power following error 
responses (Figures 3A–C) (See Key Concepts). 
The unmistakable signature of a theta phase reset, 
pronounced theta oscillations in the averaged LFP, 
appeared ∼400 ms after the error test LP, consist-
ent with the time lag found in previous reports 
(Givens, 1996; Williams and Givens, 2003). In our 
case, this reset occurred within the HPC, which 
is significant because in rats the vast majority 
of the theta signal in mPFC is generated by the 
HPC (Sirota et al., 2008). Therefore, the present 
study provides some support for the theory that 
an error-associated response, such as the error-
related negativity, could be generated by a theta 
reset (Bas¸ar, 1980; Klimesch et al., 2004).
The functional significance of theta resets 
in this context is not immediately obvious. 
Theta resets are believed to be a mechanism for 
phase-locking HPC activity to behaviorally rel-
evant events and thereby may enhance cognitive 
processing (Givens, 1996; Hasselmo, 2007, 2008). 
It has also been found that theta resets create the 
optimal conditions for long-term potentiation 
(McCartney et al., 2004), so that cellular responses 
occurring subsequent to behavioral or sensory 
events will undergo lasting synaptic alterations. 
In the present study, after an error response there 
was no immediately impending sensory stimuli 
or necessary behaviors to encode, leaving only 
the error itself as the relevant event. A theta reset 
at this point may ensure the subsequent lack 
of reinforcement would be strongly encoded. 
In addition, as argued above, if a loss of theta-
entrainment dissociated the ego- and allocentric 
spatial representations provided by the mPFC and 
HPC respectively, a theta reset after an error may 
serve as a means of reintegration of these two 
representations.
relatIng huMan mPFc theta actIvIty to 
rodent studIes
In humans, EEG or MEG measurements have 
revealed a strong theta signal over the midline 
frontal cortex (Sasaki et al., 1996; Gevins et al., 
1997; Asada et al., 1999; Ishii et al., 1999; Kahana 
et al., 1999; Jensen and Tesche, 2002; Onton et al., 
2005; Delorme et al., 2007). In most human stud-
ies this “frontal midline theta” (fmθ) has a peak in 
the 5–7 Hz range. This is a slightly lower frequency 
than typically found in walking/running rodents 
(7–10 Hz) though lower frequencies (4–7 Hz) 
have been found in the absence of locomotion 
Hyman et al. Theta interactions and working memory
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forms of delay period and response related activ-
ity as well as activity correlated to slight variations 
in an animal’s path or changes in body position 
(Euston and McNaughton, 2006;Narayanan and 
Laubach, 2006, 2009;  Cowen and McNaughton, 
2007). Furthermore, we have observed that 
mPFC ensembles can represent each separate 
sub-component of a working memory task, cues, 
and rules on a set-shifting task as well as entire 
environments through entering unique activity 
states (Lapish et al., 2008; Seamans et al., 2009; 
Durstewitz et al., 2010; Hyman et al., 2010). It 
would appear that the mPFC contains represen-
tations of almost all task-related experiences and 
actions, which is consistent with the proposed 
general role of the ACC in task and action moni-
toring (Botvinick, 2007).
One potentially interesting finding of the 
present study was that neurons with the strongest 
task correlates also tended to be those that were 
phase-locked to HPC theta. One possibility is that 
since the mPFC represents such a vast array of 
information, periods of theta-entrainment may 
serve as a means to draw attention to only those 
representations that are task-relevant. Thus, the 
loss of entrainment on error trials in Hyman 
et al. (2010) was not due to a loss of informa-
tion about the task itself (i.e., task-related firing 
rates were unchanged) but rather because atten-
tion was no longer focused on these task-relevant 
representations. In contrast to theta-entrained 
neurons, “never theta” cells responded selectively 
when the animal had committed an error. These 
neurons appeared to be relatively unconcerned 
with the representation of the other task vari-
ables required to perform the task correctly. It 
could be that these neurons might encode more 
internalized variables, such as the realization 
that the rat’s internalized model of the world 
was incorrect. In addition to activation of this 
pool of neurons around errors, we also observed 
a significant increase in theta power and a theta 
reset. Again, this reset might serve to refocus 
attention on task-relevant representations or 
to realign HPC and mPFC representations. The 
concurrent theta reset along with the activation 
of “never theta” neurons may collectively serve 
as a means to compare the rat’s current internal 
representation of the world with newly acquired 
information garnered from the redirection of 
attention back to the task (i.e., the realization 
that an expected reward was not forthcoming). 
In this way, synchrony or entrainment to vari-
ous rhythms may not be a means of information 
transfer but a way for the brain to select certain 
representations from the vast array of representa-
tions encoded by mPFC ensembles.
that region (Mizuhara et al., 2004; Meltzer et al., 
2007; Mizuhara and Yamaguchi, 2007). This may 
not be too surprising given that this region is con-
sidered part of the “default mode network” where 
increases in memory and attention demands often 
elicit negative BOLD signal changes (Raichle 
et al., 2001). As further support for this type of 
inverse relationship, Wang et al. (2005) observed 
that theta increases in the ACC during a variety of 
cognitive tasks were accompanied by a decrease in 
multi-unit spiking of superficial cortical neurons. 
The converse is also true as theta power in the 
human mPFC was found to be diminished on 
trials preceding an error (Cavanaugh et al., 2009), 
which is the same time interval other studies have 
shown there to be an increase in default mode 
network activity (Weissman et al., 2006; Eichele 
et al., 2008).
Activity in the default mode network activity 
may represent the shifting of attention away from 
the task at hand and toward internal processing 
streams (Buckner et al., 2008), while an increase in 
theta may be associated with enhanced attention 
for task elements, as reviewed above. Therefore, 
it makes sense that these two processes should be 
dissociated. However, there is one situation where 
they are positively correlated. Specifically after an 
error is committed, there is both an increase in 
the BOLD signal recorded from the ACC (Carter 
et al., 1998; van Veen and Carter, 2002) and also 
an increase in fmθ (Cavanaugh et al., 2009). The 
period following an error is somewhat unique 
in that it is the time when the ERN is observed, 
which is also thought to be generated within 
the ACC (van Veen and Carter, 2002; See Key 
Concepts). Concurrent increases in fmθ and 
ACC activity following errors may represent an 
active comparison between the results of one’s 
own internal processing (default mode network 
activity) in relation to newly acquired informa-
tion garnered from the redirection of attention 
back to the task (fmθ). In other words, errors 
are a special situation requiring an evaluation of 
the current task situation in relation to internal 
representations of expected outcomes.
a theory oF task and error encodIng by hPc/
mPFc networks
It is becoming increasingly evident that neurons in 
the mPFC exhibit correlates to almost everything 
the rat experiences. For instance Jung et al. (1998) 
observed over 70 correlates for mPFC neurons, 
including correlates for diverse actions and action 
sequences, cues rewards, and so on. As noted 
above, there are also strong mPFC correlates to 
errors (Narayanan and Laubach, 2008). On work-
ing memory tasks, mPFC neurons exhibit various 
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